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Introduction
Babergh District Council have indicated that they wish to review the location of the Sudbury lorry park.
This has recently been confirmed in the Council leaflet “Delivering a Vision for Prosperity” published
on Suffolk Day and which states: The need for a lorry park will be reviewed, and if necessary an alternative site will be sought and
announced by the end of 2018.
Comments have previously been made confirming these views that appear to have been made without
any consideration of the use, reasons for location and other factors that resulted in the lorry parks
location in the first place. Also how this might influence future use and the relationship with businesses
within the town. This is important to the Sudbury businesses that rely on this facility and who have not
had any voice in this debate and probably are unaware of the question raised concerning this facility.
2015 Survey
As a consequence of the apparently poorly informed debate noted whilst I was a member of the
Sudbury Steering Group, I carried out a survey in 2015 to identify the use of the lorry park and sought
to establish issues arising. I also sought to establish and to consider the relevance and benefits of the
existing lorry park and its interaction with local businesses.
The results of my 2015 survey of use are contained in Appendix 1 to this report.
I have noted the extent of use of the lorry park by reference to lorry axles as this provides the simplest
means of determining the relative sizes of vehicles using the lorry park. I have continued to monitor
the lorry park following this survey to see if there is any significant change in the use of the lorry park.
I have also asked questions of lorry drivers including during later evening visits to gain further insight
into use. As a regular dog walker I can walk past the lorry park and have no concerns regarding speaking
to lorry drivers who are clearly awake in their cab or who are heading off to the town. I have therefore
sought to monitor this at different times and on different days to check whether there were any
occasions where unusual numbers of users were present. This has not been the case.
Practical considerations for the lorry park
1
Waitrose
The principal daily consideration that impacts on the lorry park area is the loading bay to the rear of
Waitrose. The store is a mainstay of the town centre and draws a large number of customers to the
town. It is a vital resource in the town centre and therefore its efficient functioning is essential to the
town. Lorries delivering to the store have to turn and back into the loading bay and then, once
unloaded drive out and away. The turning circle needs to allow for safe use of the area surrounding
the turning area. This in practice sterilises a large area of the surfaced area adjoining the store. I
attach a plan at Appendix 2 with the turning and normal access area approximately as shown edged by
a red line and with rights granted to Waitrose predecessors in 1988 and benefitting the store shaded
in pink. It is possible that this turning area could be tightened up slightly but this would be likely to
increase the time to manoeuvre and if a smaller area for turning was available it is possible that smaller
but more frequent deliveries would be required increasing lorry movements into the town centre.

2
Anglian Water
In the North Eastern corner of the lorry park there is a major Anglian Water sump/pump situated
underground. This corner of the car park provides an essential facility for the town that allows for the
environmental management of the sewerage system. Access is required for maintenance of the
pumps, approximately as indicated in blue on Appendix 2. In addition to this however, in the event of
a pump breaking down, there is a potential need for tankers to remove sewage that cannot be pumped.
From experience with another location, this can involve a steady stream of tankers for a time whilst
the pump is fixed. This further sterilises an access strip and area that may be required for turning and
standing vehicles where maintenance is carried out. This work is hidden within the lorry park as it has
limited impact on lorry traffic and lorry drivers are generally trained to operate in commercial
environments.
3
Market
Sudbury market has operated on the Market Hill and is an essential feature of the Market Hill. On
market days, traders will set up stalls and, whilst some keep vehicles with them, others move their vans
and trucks to the lorry park. This is within reasonable walking distance of the Market Hill so that items
left within the vehicles can be retrieved without significant inconvenience to traders. Car park barriers
prevent larger vehicles parking in the car parks and the commercial vehicles are best separated from
cars in any case.
4
bus lay overs
Between routes, bus drivers often have gaps in their schedules where the buses are required to wait.
The lorry park provides a resource that is valuable to drivers for the same reasons as set out for the
lorry park as a whole. Proximity to the town centre giving short journey time to bus station or stops.
Services and facilities on hand to support drivers. Bus layovers are generally at different times during
the day whereas lorry use tends to be overnight thereby providing for efficient use.
5
Coach parking and unloading
Coaches can lay over between dropping off and collecting groups visiting the town centre. Visitors are
sometimes dropped off at or near the lorry park which also provides facilities close at hand for coach
drivers.
6
local vans and lorries
In between jobs in town and surrounding areas the lorry park is used as a layover point reducing
unnecessary journeys and providing a sustainable hold over point close to the town centre.
7
Occasional offloading
I have noted offloading or alteration of loads within the lorry park. This is not a regular event and from
the loads using this location it is apparent that this is a facility that is used for this purpose by local
lorries and not generally.
8
Other uses
When there was a bomb scare in Sudbury the lorry park was used in connection with managing the
emergency. The lorry park is not officially designated for emergency use and may not always be
suitable. However, it provides a large area of hard standing close to the town centre that can generally
be cleared far faster than, for example, one of the car parks. I have not been able to identify site

specific allocations for Sudbury and location of incidents or other factors may make this site less
suitable for specific incidents. However, as part of emergency planning for the town centre the
availability of this site could provide part of a solution to emergency planning for the town centre.
Findings of Survey
The findings of the survey confirm that the lorry park location has been beneficial to the users of local
businesses. It would be extremely difficult to provide such a well appreciated and used facility in a
different location and which would also support the shops and businesses in the town centre in the
way that the current facility provides.
Services and facilities reported to have been used by drivers





Toilets whilst shopping in Waitrose
Showers in Kingfisher
CCTV covering lorry park giving feeling of safety
Proximity to town centre for shops, fish and chips, food and drink

I am aware of lorries that will not use the town centre lorry park, parking on the street in industrial
areas on the outskirts of town. I have not surveyed drivers but believe that the lorry park is not as well
known as it could be. Also, because of its poorer access location close to the town centre, it will not
attract lorries unless they see other benefits from the facilities offered. Lorries have tight timescales
for tachograph reasons and want to avoid time running into town when they can park up near their
delivery or collection points if this is more strategically convenient for access to their route after resting
up.
Conclusion
The existing lorry park is a local facility that supports local businesses with relatively small numbers of
vehicles using the facility most of the time. There are a number of factors that resulted in its
establishment at this location that are as relevant today as it has always been. This facility is still
required and moving it would not bring benefits perceived from removing vehicle trips into the town
centre due to the nature of the majority of the users reasons for visiting. The existing access rights
severely restrict the alternative uses to which the area could be put. For these reasons retention of
the lorry park in its existing form at the existing location is the most cost effective and sensible option
for the future.
Christopher Storey MRICS
SB Surveyors, 1 Bank Buildings, Sudbury CO10 2SP
01787311140
18 October 2018
The views expressed in this report are the personal views of the author. They are expressed for the
sole purpose of encouraging informed debate and no liability to any party is intended as a result of
the publication of this report. Copyright is retained by the author.

APPENDIX 1

Lorry park 2015 survey results
14 October 2.00pm
3 buses 3 waitrose vans 2 transit style vans 2 3 tonne style box vehicles
8.30pm
3 no 3 tonne style box vehicles
2 no 2 axle
1 no 4 axle
2 no 6 axle
6 axle Nestle purina using waitrose for shopping whilst visiting general comment that delivering
locally delphi or nestle
2 axle At least once a week chelmsford to cambridge often to Bull Lane secure use swimming pool
shower and local shops.
Supply B and Q
15 October 2.00pm
5 buses 1 Waitrose van 1 transit style vans 1 3 tonne style box vehicles
2 no 3 axle Ridgeons lorries
1 no 6 axle low loader offloading Case tractor
7.40pm
1 no transit style van
1 no 5 axle Celotex
1 no 6 axle
Safe parking and have a walk round town and have a drink and some chips. Like coming here. About 6
times a year and from Lancashire. Not easy to find.
16 October 4.20pm
1 bus 1 waitrose van 3 transit style vans
1 no 6 axle
16 October 8.47pm
2 no 6 axle. One as at 4.20pm no other vehicles
18 October 1.55pm
6 buses 3 waitrose vans 2 transit style vans
1 taxi
21 October 5.10pm
2 no transit vans
1 no 3 tonne style box vehicles
1 no 2 axle
1 no 4 axle
1 no delivery lorry in Waitrose loading bay
21 October 8.20pm
1 no transit van
5 no 2 axle
1 no 4 axle

1 no minibus collecting from Kingfisher
24 October 1.28pm
5 buses 3 Waitrose van 13 transit style vans 1 3 tonne style box vehicles
1 no 3 axle Ridgeons lorries
2 no 4cab 4x4
1 no Ford Ka van
1 no market trader car
1 no taxi
8.20pm
2 no transit style van
1 no 2 axle
2 no 6 axle
25 October
8.45pm
1 3 tonne style box vehicles
1 no transit style van
1 no Waitrose van
2 no cars
No lorries!
29 October 2.45pm
3 buses 2 transit style vans
2 3 tonne style box vehicles
1 no taxi
1 No 6 axle
30 October 1.15pm
3 buses
2 Waitrose van
1 transit style vans
1 3 tonne style box vehicles
1 no peugeot motorhome under 3 tonne
1 November 1.20pm
4 buses
2 Waitrose van
1 transit style vans
1 3 tonne style box vehicles
1 no tractor
1 no taxi
1 no 6 axle
8.35pm
1 no 3 tonne style box vehicles
2 no 6 axle one Sudbury based
2 November 2.00pm
4 buses 4 Waitrose van
6 transit style vans
1 no market trader car

2 no 6 axle (same as previous evening unmoved)
7 November 3,.15pm
8 no transit style vans
3 no market trader car
1 no 3 tonne style box vehicles
12 November 2.00pm
3 buses 3 Waitrose van
4 transit style vans
8.20pm
2 no 2 axle
1 no 6 axle
13 November
8.45pm
1 no transit style van
1 no 2 axle
2 no 6 axle
1 no coach
14 November
7.35pm
1 no transit style van
1 no landscapers truck
1 no 2 axle
1 no 4 axle
15 November 2.00pm
6 buses 2 Waitrose van
2 transit style vans
1 no motor home
18 November 2.10pm
2 buses 2 Waitrose van
2 transit style vans
1 no horse box 2 axle
18 November
8.05pm
1 no transit style van
1 no Waitrose van
2 no 2 axle
1 no 4 axle
2 no 6 axle
19 November
8.05pm
3 no transit style van
1 no Waitrose van
1 no landscapers truck
1 no 2 axle with 3 axle trailer

1 no 6 axle
20 November 3.40pm
1 bus
2 transit style vans
20 November
8.15pm
1 no 3 axle
1 no 6 axle
22 November 3.10pm
3 transit style vans
9.00pm
1 no Waitrose van
2 no 6 axle
26 November
2.00pm
1 no small van
3 no transit style van
3 no buses
1 no coach
1 no 3 tonne van
8.30pm
1 no transit van
1 no 2 axle

Photographs of lorry park – July 2018

Lorry park entrance

Anglian Water equipment

Vans parked facing car park

Bus backed up to fence to railway
walk

Lorries parked up at night

